Green Willow and Other Japanese Fairy Tales by Grace James

The book, "Green Willow and Other Japanese Fairy Tales," is a collection of ancient tales and legends from the Land of the Rising Sun, published in 1912. Grace James, a British author, retells these stories for children, providing them with an introduction to Japanese culture and folklore.

The book is illustrated by Warwick Goble, a renowned illustrator known for his work on "Green Willow and Other Japanese Fairy Tales." Goble's illustrations, especially his watercolor and ink on paper, add an artistic and cultural dimension to the tales.

The book is divided into sections, each featuring a different story or collection of tales. The tales are filled with humor, adventure, and memorable characters, making them suitable for children and adults alike.

The stories in "Green Willow and Other Japanese Fairy Tales" have been enjoyed by readers for generations. The book is a valuable addition to any collection of children's literature, especially those interested in Japanese culture and folklore.

In summary, "Green Willow and Other Japanese Fairy Tales" is a delightful collection of tales that offers readers a glimpse into the rich and diverse world of Japanese folklore.